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Introduction

Managing your practice listing information across the web can be complicated, 

with hundreds of online directories and patient review sites to keep track of. 

Your best bet is to focus first on the healthcare sites that get the most traffic 

and  highest search rankings. By optimizing your profile on these top sites, 

you'll have higher visibility and a greater chance for patient bookings. Read on 

for a quick and helpful rundown!
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1 https://localmarketinginstitute.com/44-percent-have-google-my-business/
2 http://www.nbcnews.com/id/3077086/t/more-people-search-health-online/#.WahHBJOGORs

3 https://www.vendasta.com/blog/50-stats-you-need-to-know-about-online-reviews
4 https://twitter.com/GoogleSmallBiz

WHAT THEY DO
While not a healthcare exclusive portal, many 

consumers initiate their search for care on Google 

and their integrated business listings – Google My 

Business (GMB) – which appear prominently in 

relevant searches.

KEY STATS
60% of all internet-users use Google. 44% of local 

businesses register with Google My Business1. 

With over 93 million Americans making healthcare 

related searches each year,2 GMB gets a lot of 

relevant traffic for your practice.

WHY THEY’RE A GOOD BET
92% of patients3 begin their search for a new doctor 

by using a search engine to find reviews. Google may 

not be a health-exclusive site, but if you have 

strong Google rankings and solid reviews on GMB, 

you've built a powerful road map to guide patients 

your way.

Google has excellent spam-detecting algorithms so you 

shouldn't have to worry about fake reviews. If an inappropriate  

or libelous review does creep into your profile, we suggest 

reaching out to  Google’s small business development team via 

Twitter.4

Start at the “Add or Claim your business” page and fill out your 

practice’s info. You’ll be asked to verify either by mail or phone.

THE ACE

Google My Business

KICKSTART

PLAY FAIR

PLAY SMART
Reviews on GMB can only be posted by Gmail users, so be 

sure your patients with Gmail addresses know where to find 

your GMB page. Integrating online scheduling is another great 

way to convert Google searches into new appointments.

UP THE ANTE
GMB offers a wealth of customization options, letting you 

shape your profile with a logo, branding and photos of staff, 

equipment and facilities. You can also create a dedicated 

landing page for reviews so patients can easily post feedback.

https://support.google.com/business/answer/2911778?hl=en
https://twitter.com/GoogleSmallBiz
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5 https://www.hospitals.healthgrades.com/hospitals/access-solutions

WHAT THEY DO
Healthgrades operates a proprietary platform 

for doctor reviews and evaluation, connecting 

potential patients with doctors of every stripe 

and specialty. Healthgrades also offers business 

solutions to practices and hospitals looking to 

grow.

KEY STATS
30% of patients online use Healthgrades, which is 

more than 30 million patients each month. Over 

350 hospitals and thousands of private practices 

are partnered with Healthgrades.

WHY THEY’RE A GOOD BET
Healthgrades is one of the most trusted sources 

for healthcare exclusive reviews. Exposure to 

their massive population is reason alone to 

create a free profile. In addition, Healthgrades is 

known for the high quality of their reviews, which 

they refer to as Patience Experience Surveys.

Take time to fully complete and personalize your profile to 

make your practice more relevant and discoverable for potential 

patients.

Site admins are strict about policing patient feedback and 

they offer protocols for flagging/removing fake reviews.

Healthgrades offers a couple of ways to accelerate traffic with 

what they call “access solutions.”5 If you work with a certified 

Healthgrades partner like Doctor.com, you can upgrade your 

profile with appointment scheduling and premium promotion 

within search results.

Register your account with your practice’s information and 

verify it via email.

THE KING

Healthgrades

KICKSTART PLAY SMART

PLAY FAIR UP THE ANTE

https://update.healthgrades.com/account/register
https://helpcenter.healthgrades.com/help/respond-to-surveys-the-providers-workflow
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6 http://image.e.yelp-business.com/lib/fe5915707c6207757012/m/1/8fc3670f-ef7f-464b-ad99-28c1dbc572d9.pdf

WHAT THEY DO
Arguably the most popular review site online, Yelp 

offers a universal platform for consumers to find 

and rate businesses, and make appointments.

KEY STATS
Yelp’s massive user base consists of over 142 million 

visitors every month, 79% of whom are using Yelp to 

research and review health and medical businesses 

specifically. 

WHY THEY’RE A GOOD BET
Consumers use Yelp not only to discover healthcare 

practices, but also to evaluate and book appointments 

directly. In fact, 93% of patients who browse Yelp for 

health/medical information ultimately ‘make a 

purchase.’6

Because of Yelp’s strict ‘don’t ask for reviews’ policy, the best 

strategy for a strong Yelp profile is simply providing a great 

patient experience. Great service should naturally result in 

positive feedback. 

Fake or overly aggressive reviews can be flagged and are taken 

down if they violate Yelp’s guidelines. Yelp has recently cracked 

down on services that directly solicit patients to leave reviews. 

Avoid such services at all costs or risk having your Yelp profile 

flagged with a Consumer Alert.

Because of Yelp’s massive volume of users, it's important to 

work with a Yelp partner who can make it as easy as possible 

for patients reading your reviews to book an appointment 

directly from your Yelp profile – a win-win for your practice 

and your patients.

Odds are a page already exists for your practice – all you need 

to do is find it, click the “CLAIM THIS PAGE” link and verify your 

business via an official practice-affiliated email address. If 

your practice does NOT have a Yelp page, you have a prime 

opportunity to build your business’ profile from scratch. Make 

sure you put in the effort to fully complete all fields of your 

profile so your practice's unique attributes and areas of 

specialization shine through. Note that new pages take about 

36 hours to be approved by Yelp.

KICKSTART PLAY SMART

PLAY FAIR UP THE ANTE

THE QUEEN

Yelp

https://www.yelp.com/guidelines
https://www.yelp-support.com/article/Don-t-Ask-for-Reviews?l=en_US
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WHAT THEY DO
Patient-facing doctor directory and booking/review 

platform.

KEY STATS
One of the largest health-exclusive websites online, 

Vitals is visited by over 120 million patients a year.

WHY THEY’RE A GOOD BET
Vitals carved a niche for itself in the healthcare 

space with a rich database of information about 

healthcare providers and one of the largest libraries 

of patient reviews. They’re extremely accessible and 

offer patients an easy way to research and book 

simultaneously.

Keeping the photos on your profile high-quality and up-to-date 

is a good organic method for boosting patient engagement on 

your page. Vitals also has a few select partners who have the 

ability to automatically update information and power online 

appointment booking on Vitals profiles.

Any reviews that are fake or violate HIPAA are typically taken 

down within days when reported to the Vitals support team. 

Responding to a negative review is always a good idea and can 

be especially effective on Vitals where patients tend to post 

complaints more out of frustration than a desire for attention.

Take time once every few months (especially if you’ve 

expanded, moved offices, etc.) to see what your profile looks 

like from the perspective of browsing patients and check that 

everything is accurate and up to date. Upgrading to a profile 

with direct booking is very effective here given that Vitals’ 

audience is often ready and looking to make an appointment.

Since Vitals acquires info from national directories like the 

NPPES and Federation of State Medical Boards, there’s no way 

to sign up for or opt out of a Vitals listing. If, however, you can’t 

find yourself within their database or if your listing contains 

outdated or incorrect information, contact Vitals’ maintenance 

team at support@vitals.com or, more directly, at (201) 842-0760. 

Since their traffic depends on accurate data, they’re committed 

to fixing mistakes. 

THE JACK

Vitals

KICKSTART PLAY SMART

PLAY FAIR UP THE ANTE

mailto:support@vitals.com
tel:+12018420760
https://blog.doctor.com/the-vital-dos-and-donts-of-healthcare-reviews
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WHAT THEY DO
Business directory from back before business 

directories were online.

KEY STATS
Though YP’s heavy phonebooks are seldom 

dusted off anymore, they're still a highly trusted 

source for listings info – their web traffic sits 

comfortably at just over 6 million visitors each 

month.7

WHY THEY’RE A GOOD BET
YP has seen enough healthcare related traffic that 

they’ve decided to focus on the vertical, launching 

pages about each specific doctor within a practice. 

This is likely to spike their traffic and power in 

healthcare.

Your practice reviews should transfer seamlessly to YP’s 

straightforward platform. Some of YP’s marketing partnerships 

also allow direct review transferring from other sites.

YP’s guidelines on content strongly prohibit ‘harmful’ reviews, 

so defamatory language is a fruitful argument for removing a 

review here, especially since YP tends to be more sensitive to 

business owner complaints than other sites.8

If you decide to go all-in on YP, some marketing solutions like 

Doctor.com power direct booking from your page, though YP 

doesn’t offer that service itself.

Just click the link to YP’s free listing page. You will need your 

practice’s name and official phone number. You can also 

complete the process via phone: (888) 573-4011.

THE TEN

Yellow Pages

KICKSTART PLAY SMART

PLAY FAIR UP THE ANTE

http://m1.adsolutions.yp.com/free-listing-basic-benefits
tel:+18885734011
https://www.yellowpages.com/about/legal/terms-conditions#user-generated-content
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WHAT THEY DO
Microsoft-built Search engine.

KEY STATS
Preferred over Google by older searchers – baby 

boomers and older gen x’s that make up the 

majority of medical patients and Microsoft-lovers. 

Bing gets about 873 million searches per day.9

WHY THEY’RE A GOOD BET
Though smaller than Google’s browsing base, Bing 

is still the second largest search engine around and 

is usually the default web browser on new PCs. 

Bing has recently become more healthcare focused, 

adding integrations with healthcare partners like 

The Mayo Clinic and MedlinePlus among others. 

Bing pulls the majority of their reviews from third-party sites 

like Yelp and Vitals, so bolstering your reputation on Yelp and 

making social media a priority will go a long way towards 

keeping your Bing profile sharp.

Bing has a dedicated support form to remove reviews that are 

suspected of being spam.

Only 18% of business owners have claimed their listing on 

Bing.10 Claiming and building out your Bing Places listing with 

reviews and working with an official partner to integrate 

appointment scheduling will automatically place you in a 

top-ranking minority of doctors in that space.

Click The ‘Get Started’ link on Bing Places and claim your 

business if it’s already listed or add it if not. You will need a 

Microsoft account to verify; if you don’t already have one, they 

can be created here.

THE NINE

Bing

KICKSTART PLAY SMART

PLAY FAIR UP THE ANTE

https://www.bingplaces.com/
https://signup.live.com/signup
https://www.bingplaces.com/Authentication/Index?ReturnUrl=%2Fsupport
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If managing your profile across all of these sites 

seems overwhelming, you can always opt for an 

“all-in-one” platform. Doctor.com has direct 

integrations and partnerships with the most 

important search, directory and review sites.

Contact a Doctor.com consultant to learn how 

you can take control of your online presence and 

edge out your competition on the sites 

dominating the healthcare space.

• Manage, Monitor and Maximize your

practice's listings info on every major site

with just one master profile.

• Amplify the power of your reviews with an

easy to use platform that makes collecting

and distributing patient feedback seamless.

• Boost new patient appointments by offering

an integrated online scheduling experience
across 40+ top healthcare and local business

directory sites, including native integration

with every site listed in this guide.

THE WILDCARD

Doctor.com

Connect with us 
on Linkedin

Follow us on 
Twitter

Connect with us 
on Facebook

Want to check how you and your practice fare on these top sites? Use our FREE 
practice diagnostic tool to gauge your ranking on the top patient-trusted directories 

and against industry benchmarks for excellence.

For more information, visit:

www.doctor.com

DOCTOR.COM ALLOWS YOU TO:

https://www.doctor.com/profilesync
https://www.doctor.com/reviewhub
https://www.doctor.com/schedulesync
https://www.doctor.com/tools/scan?utm_campaign=pdl-nonpaid&utm_source=content&utm_medium=CTA&utm_content=Battlecards
https://www.doctor.com/tools/scan?utm_campaign=pdl-nonpaid&utm_source=content&utm_medium=CTA&utm_content=Battlecards
https://www.doctor.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/2445393
https://twitter.com/doctor
https://www.facebook.com/DoctorDotCom/
https://www.doctor.com/contact?utm_campaign=nonpaidwebcontent&utm_source=battlecardsebook



